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Phosphorus Effects within WCA1
  • Influence on C and nutrient cycling

Mineral Effects on Biogeochemistry
  • Influence on C cycling and P availability.
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Mineral Influences on Decomposition
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Mineral Enrichment Influences on Decomposition

Solid Bars litter packs deployed in WCA1, hatched bars packs deployed in interior WCA2A. Litter Material Collected from WCA1.
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Potential Mechanisms Controlling Mineral Enrichment Effects on Decomposition

- Quality of Substrate
  - Limited literature to suggest Ca poor plant material has lower substrate quality

- Effect on Microbial Community
  - Ca-P binding making P more limited
  - Ca-Organic Matter Binding Alleviating Enzyme Inactivation
  - Divalent Cations Required for Optimum Hydrolysis
Phosphorus Storage in Benthic Floc - Similar Across Nutrient & Mineral Gradient.
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Summary and Conclusions

- Biogeochemical cycles in WCA1 are driven by hydrologic, nutrient and mineral gradients.
- The P enrichment boundary expanded during the last decade.
- Mineral enrichment will significantly alter C cycling in WCA1.
- Natural biogeochemical cycles in WCA1 require low P & low mineral waters.